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Live trainingStarted on November 29, 2021Duration: 123 days Language: Mostly HindiElectrical JE Live Coaching offered by Testbook is your final guide to breaking the upcoming JE exams with live classes, practice games, tests & more. Get exclusive doubt sessions from experts. Download Curriculum Course The lot closes in 18 daysDownload
Curriculum Course How to start the induction engine? Resonance of the RLC series - Dive deep with the PYQShortest method to find Solution for the network circuitLessonWas live Nov 13 Silence 3 Activites Dismiss us at Drift " Diffusion Discutimos algebra booleanaLesson Was alive on November 11 Silencio 3 Activites Learn everything about
Conductor, Semiconductor Ins Improve your preparation with interactive duplication sessions, practice questions and PDF study material for full learning. Solve your doubts about the highest priority by experts on topics. Participate in discussions and also clarify your doubts instantly during conferences. Take your class notes with screenshots and
download them for a quick review. Learn important concepts with advice and apply them to resolve expected questions and the previous year." " Testbook helped me a lot. I used the testbook tests for paper 1 that give me the real-time trust and experience of the exam, which makes me more comfortable in the test. In a lot of evidence I have complete
marks." - Selected, SSC JE 2018 Final""For SSC JE pt, I had tried almost all the test on Testbook, which helped me ensure good brands in prelims - Selected, SSC JE 2018 Final"Atul VarshneyGATE Expert 6+ Years of ExperienceGATE, BARC, ISRO, TCILAcerca atAtul Kumar Varshney trusts the process of understanding content rather than simply
stirring it by making short notes. For him, knowledge is destined to be shared than to be saved. Shanti ShantiExpert in Patelelectrical Engineering | 9+ years of experience | Unobscured door, BARC, Bihar Electricity Board, Coal India Limited (CIL) Overhanti Bhai: The incredible way to teach with the animation, the demonstration has become the
hearts of the students. The guide of him has made students get better ranges, especially in Gate.Mohit Kasanyaelectric Engineering Expert | 4+ years of experience | Clean door, MPPSC, RVNL, RecpdclaboutMohit Kasanya is known for its use of diverse languages every time you are explaining any concept. Its interactive form of teaching makes a
student aware of the concepts for Lifetime.atul Varshneygate Expert | 6+ years of experience | Door, BARC, ISRO, TilaBoutatul Kumar Varshney Trough the process of understanding the content instead of just sticking it by making short notes. For him, knowledge is intended to be shared to be saved.Shanti Bhai Patelelectrical Engineering Expert | 9+
years of experience | Unobscured door, BARC, Bihar Electricity Board, Coal India Limited (CIL) Overhanti Bhai: The incredible way to teach with the animation, the demonstration has become the hearts of the students. The guide of her has made students get better ranges, especially in Gate.Mohit Kasanyelectric Engineering Expert | 4+ years of
experience | Clean door, MPPSC, RVNL, RecpdclaboutMohit Kasanya is known for its use of diverse languages every time you are explaining any concept. Its interactive form of teaching makes a student aware of life concepts. ESEÑO for our best and more distinctive JE online training and strengthens its preparation. This live coaching includes
interactive live classes, tests, testing, practical sets and comprehensive study notes. All the important central themes of the electrical fuel programs that are included in our rabbit rabbit of 2021, specially designed. This live training is thus adapted to a generalized preparation for electrical JE exams. Therefore, you can access all the specific contents
packed in power and andpreparation materials for all subjects under one roof. Sign up for the electric JE online training right away and experience unparalleled learning with Testbook. Don’t let this wonderful opportunity go away. Grab it while you can! If you are preparing for SSC JE Exam then this course is best for you. Attempt SSC JE EE Free
Mock Try it here! About Electrical JE Exam 2021 Various recruitment exams are carried out for the position of Junior Engineer under the Electrical Department. The topics included in the curriculum for most electrical JE exams are similar. The Junior Engineer’s exams mainly include a general section where questions related to General
Consciousness, Reasoning, General English, etc. are asked and the other section that carries more weight includes questions from the central themes of the discipline of Electrical Engineering. Some of the electrical JE tests also include Paper II which will consist of descriptive questions of electrical engineering type. Topics included in the central
electric sections are: Circuit Law, AC Fundamentals, Magnetic Circuit, Electrical Machines, Medical and Medical Instruments, Synchronized Machines, Individual and three-phase Induction Motors, Power Generation, etc. Topics to be covered in JE Electrical Live Coaching Network Theory Electrical Machines Medicine and Instrument Medicine
Generation, Transmission and Distribution Basic Electronics Estimation and Costing Utilization and Electrical Energy Check SSC JE Recruitment Notification here! Electrical JE Online Coaching Benefits For candidates who aspire to break the electric JE exam, our JE Electrical online coaching program is customized just for you. It offers numerous
benefits that will ensure that you get excellent results on the next exam 2021. Given continuation are found the benefits of online JE Electrical for you: 150+ Live Classes 150+ Practice Sets 45+ Quizzes 45+ Notes 25+ Tests 10+ Duplication Classes 4000+ Practice Qs At a a 150+ Live classes: Access more than 150+ Electrical JE interactive classes
and video courses designed by our expert teachers to help you understand the concepts based on the Electrical Engineering program in a very simple but detailed way. Our faculty members are very experienced with the exam, these live interactive classes will be worthwhile for your preparation. 150+ Practice Sets: Our Electrical JE online coaching
provides you the benefit of solving 150+ practice problems for the complete preparation of the exam. Towards the end of these sets of practice, you will be able to solve any kind of question made in the actual exam. Also the faculty members will be there to guide you and guide you during your practice sessions. 45+ Quizzes: One of the highlights of
our online coaching Electrical JE is these questionnaires that make your learning experience more interesting. With more than 45 different varieties of questions based on questionnaires, you will learn the same concepts but in a unique way for a better understanding. Quizzes will be based on the updated pattern of the Electrical JE exams. 45+ Notes:
You do not need to put more time and effort to prepare your own notes. You just have to access the Notes section in our Electrical JE online coaching program and access more than 45 comprehensive study notes to review and study for the exam. These study notes are prepared by our expert professors who are completely based on the updated
program as prescribed in the Electrical JE exams for the proper review of the topics already learned. 25+ Tests: Our online JE Electrical coaching ensures that you are fully prepared for the actual exam by providing more than 25 mock tests > documents from the previous year. These test series are designed by ourreferring to the question papers of
previous years and are strictly based on the updated exam pattern so that you get an idea of all kinds of questions that can be asked in ELÉTRIC EXAMS Access our test series to analyze and amplify its performance. 10+ Classes of Doubt: ã, these kinds of doubts help you solve your doubts, as well as to open your concepts exclusively with the online
line training program. The package includes more than 10 best kinds of doubt so that you interact with our mentoring team and have your doubts clear then and there. Whether it is stuck in a basic concept or can not understand a complicated chemula, our special doubt resolution classes are here to help you at any time according to your comfort.
"4000+ Practice MCQs: Ã, Electrical JE Online Training comes with more than 4000 questions, which will be the final study material you will need for the exam. 4000 Practice questions will ensure that never run out of practical material! STRinty release upsssc je pocket testÃ ¢ here! Requirements for the online coaching of the electrical one once you
complete the registration process for the Coaching of Live Eléctric Je 2021, you will be asked to have some essential elements to attend the online video course. Therefore, the following requirements are a must for the JE line training program: a stable Internet connection with a speed Minimum download of 2 Mbps for uninterrupted access to the live
course. A basic portable computer or a desktop computer system with an updated version of any of the popular Internet browsers. A pair of headphones / headphones S (preferably with a microphone) in working conditions. Ourselves the recruitment notification of PSPCL JE here! Electrical JE Online Coaching important dates Start date November 29.
2021 Date of completion of the batch. March 31, 2022 Know your Faculty of Line Training of Je Olle FacultyÃ ¢ Shanti Bhai Patel Mohit Kasanya Atul Varshney All about this course know all about TestBook PassFAQs with regard to payment problems with respect to payment problems, why should I go for the Test Book Select? The select testbook
helps you "compromise home training with Live with with with with 360 ° Learning sessions and clarification of doubts. The live classes will help you learn important concepts with tips and tricks of the best faculties and also will offer you the opportunity to interact with teachers during live classes. Why should I register in â € «Electrical Je Live
Coaching Batch 3»? Ã ¢ â € œElectrical Je Live Coaching Batch 3 is a premium course that gives you the best opportunity to decipher the Electric Exams of Junior Engineers. This course will help you learn in an focused manner and provide you with the most expected questions. How to buy «Electrical Je Live Coaching Batch 3Â»? Go and click «Enroll
in the course. »If you are a new user, you will have to register using your name, Válido email ID, new password for this account (you can choose anything from 6 characters) and your mobile number Vá Lido. Now you will have to select a payment method â € "card (right or credit), NetBanking, Mobile Wallet or Upi. Once the payment is made, you will
get a confirmation and your course will be added to your account.When is the benefit of the interactive classes live? As your name suggests, these classes will have the option of interaction between candidates and teachers. The interactive live classes will have: live chat you can participate in discussions and also get your doubts to be cleared instantly
during the classes. Screenshots Sometimes, you do not have time to take notes well, live interactive classes offer the option of saving live class notes with a single click. Important concepts and expected questions Learn important concepts with tips and tricks and apply them to resolve expected questions and the previous year to improve your
performance in your next exams. Interactive sessions of doubt you can get your unobstructed doubts about the powers with lively doubt sessions. Practical questions Check the theme of each day in the form of and answers with practical questions given after each session. PDF Study Material Receive PDF notes to read read read review, you can even
save and refer to it later when you are reviewing that particular topic. a 360-degree approach is required to ensure that it is clear with concepts, to cover the program, to have referred documents from the previous year and so on. So in a 360° madness to learn is “in depth understanding of each topic.” How can I access select testbook? to access
select testbook, all you need is a laptop / mobile phone and internet connection What is the validity period of select testbook? the validity for select testbook is the same as for the course you have chosen. Where can I access this course? Once you've made the purchase, you just need to make sure you're connected. If you see a “Log In” in the upper
right corner, it means you need to log in with the details of your registered account. Once you have connected, click "Online Training" on the side menu. under ‘My classes you will see ‘Electrical je live coaching batch 3’. click on "go to course" or "reume course." you can consult the top panel on the course page daily to access your next and current
classes and modules. the course starts on November 29, 2021. oted you will have the material of the course that is released according to the schedule/program. Are these live classes or video classes? This course consists of live classes only. How many activities are programmed in one day? one or more live classes will be scheduled every day.
Additionally, you will have daily practice sets, quizzes, question banks, subject testing after the completion of topics, full moco tests and study notes according to the calendar. What if I don't finish all scheduled activities? We encourage you to follow the course schedule and complete all activities on time. but in case you can't do it because of some
reason, you will have access to all the content of the coursethe course expires. What if I miss a live class? We encourage you to follow the course schedule and attend all classes live. But... But... Case You can’t do it for any reason, you will be able to access the recordings of these classes on our platform easily for viewing at your convenience. Can the
classes be downloaded? Yes. You can download the classes in the Testbook application. I will be able to access all kinds of videos and live at the same time. All course materials will be published according to a course program. You should focus on completing the material available to you. Can I get a module that has not been released yet? The course
has been structured by our experts to ensure that you can continue with a complete understanding of the subject in question. You need to focus on one thing at a time. The course is scheduled to spend time focusing on the current module. You can only access a class or modules from its release date. Can I ask questions? How? Yes, after you have
purchased the course, click on “Resume Course” and go to the dashboard. On the right side of the dashboard, you will find the button “Drove Doubts” or you can use our platform of Doubt and Discussion built into our courses. Click that button and ask the experts any questions you have. How long will I be able to access the course content? You will
be able to access the course content until it expires, IE 29-November-2022.testbook Pass is a special membership pass. that unlocks all tests on all exams available on TestBook. With TestBook Pass, you can take unlimited tests. Now you can focus on preparing your exam and not on which trial series to buy. How do I get many tests and exams when I
buy the TestBook Step? With Pass TestBook, all tests on all exams in TestBook are unlocked. There is no limit on the tests you can try after buying the pass. As long as your pass is valid, you can take as many tests as you want. You can find all available trial series and plans test on the page of the Pass. We cover more than 50 reviews from now on and
will continue to add new test series when when Notifications are out. If you cannot find your test / test series, write to [Electronic copy. Protected] When will my PASS expire? Depends on what happened I bought. The validity of the PASS is mentioned in the PASS and can also verify it in the configuration of your account or in PassWill I will be able to
access my tests after my pass expires? No. You must try all your tests before your PASS expires. You will not be able to access the solution and analysis of test attempts. After your PASS expires, you will have to renew it to access useless, tried and new tests. My test attempts are available during the pass validity period. Yeah, until your pass is valid,
you can check the evidence you've tried. T expired. The expiration date of the test is independent of the expiration date of the passage of the book. Test attempts are available for the next 15 days after the expiration date of the test. How can I renew my TestBook Pass? You can renew the TestBook Pass at any time, as you bought it. Since the Pass has
already been purchased, the renewal can be done by browsing the page where the plans are available. Once the renewal process has been completed, the validity of your PASS will be extended accordingly. If I renew the pass, can I re-incide the evidence I've already taken? No, test attempts can't be tried again. Although, you can re-enter all incorrect
and missed questions using the REATTANCT function available for testing. To access the test attempts, you must have a valid pass. What happens if I renew the pass before the expiration date? If you renew the Pass before the expiration date, the duration of PASS is simply added to the remaining days in your active pass currently. For example, if you
renew your monthly pass 20 days before the expiration date, your renewed pass will now be valid for a50 days. Can I try a test several times? A test can be attempted only once. However, it can refer to solutions and analysis of tested tests as many times as you Do I download the questionnaire with the solutions after the test?No, you cannot download
the questionnaire; however, you can access the document and its solutions by logging in to your account on the website or the App.Do you also provide solutions for the questions?Yes, you will have detailed solutions after the test is completed. You will be able to access these solutions at any time after you have taken the exam.Will I receive a grade
card after the exam?Yes, you will receive a detailed analysis of your performance after submitting the exam. You will also receive an email with your test report.How long can I access the solutions and analysis of my tests?To access the solutions and analysis, you must have a valid pass and the test should not have expired. The tried tests will be
available for review up to 15 days after the expiration date of the exam.Will all of my tried tests be available during the validity period of the Pass?Yes, until your Pass is valid, you can review the tried tests as long as the test has not expired. angry. The expiry date of the test is independent of the expiry date of the test.Tested tests are available for the
next 15 days after the expiry date of the test.I cannot access My exams, what should I do?Most of the time, your test book pass has expired and you need to renew it. If that is not the case, please write to [email protected]I cannot see the tests for the desired exam. What should I do?You can see all sets of exams available for all exams on the All Exams
tab. Please make sure you are on the correct course (scrolling out the course next to the Testbook logo in the top left corner). You will find your Proofs under the My Proofs tab in the respective Exam tabs. All tests tried must be available on the Testing tried. If you still can’t find your exam or tests, please write to [email protected]I don’t have a
computer; Can I take the test on my phone?Yes, you can take the test on your phone. Just download the Testbook app on your Android phone and take the tests there.What if my my my Is disconnected from the Internet during the exam? There is no need to enter a panic. Self-pause his exam and can resume him from where he left him. You can also
manually pause a test by clicking on the â € ™ pause 'icon in the upper left corner inside the timer circle. Note that these functionalities are not available in a live test. Make sure to have an Internet uninterrupted connection and feed during live tests. If I am not available the live examination day, can I try the exam in any other day? No, you can not
try the exam at any time that does not Be the indicated time, since it appears for the exam at any other time will lose its value as a live test and will be considered as any other practice of practice. Once the live test is finished, you can see the test along with your solutions. I have not activated online payment, can I use any other mode of payment? You
can use your Débit card, ATM card AUTOMA Tico, credit card, Netbanking account or payment wallets such as PayTM / Payzapp / FreeCharge / Ola Money to pay the pass. If you do not have any of the previous payment methods, send us an email to [EmailÃ, Protected] and we will suggest an alternative method. My money was deducted twice while
doing the transaction, what should I do ? Generally, one of the transactions is automatically returned to your bank account. In case this does not happen, you can contact us at [EmailÃ, Protected] and we will follow up on your payment to get the reimbursement. My transaction failed, but the money was deducted from my account, what should I do?
There is no need to worry! Generally, if it fails, transactions are reimbursed back to your bank account automatically. In case this does not happen, you can contact us in [EmailÃ, Protected] and we will follow up on your payment to get the refund. I entered a incorrect e-mail and/or telephone when making the transaction, what should I do?In case you
have entered an incorrect e-mail number or a telephone number, please send us an email to [emailÃ ̈protected] with your e-mail address. details, correct phone number, correct e-mail identiﬁcation and scanned copy of your identity document (driving/voting card/adhar card) How do I request refund?Once purchased, there will be no refund for
Testbook Pass & Course. Therefore, there is no process to request the same.Will I receive the refund if I want to stop using it before the Pass expiration?No, you won't get any refund if you want to stop using the Pass before the expiration. Therefore, read carefully the terms and conditions before you sign up for any course or buy a notebook pass, as
once you have purchased you cannot change, cancel your purchased plan. Once the purchase is made and the payment is made, it will be definitive and there will be no changes or modifications in the payment. It's saving €1 0
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